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Report of the Town Manager
Dear Citizens of Raymond: 
I am pleased to transmit the FY 2016-17 Annual Town Report. This report provides a brief 
overview of the many activities of your local government during the past fiscal year. The 
information contained within covers the period of July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017. In 
addition to municipal information, there are reports from RSU #14 Windham-Raymond School 
District as well as several volunteer community service organizations. Much more information 
can be found on the website at www.raymondmaine.org and on our Facebook page. I would 
also like to encourage residents to sign up for our electronic newsletter and news updates. 
This year I would like to begin by extending thanks to our many dedicated town volunteers. 
Raymond has always had an abundance of folks willing to step up and help make our 
community stronger. If you would like to join the town team, I am always eager to discuss 
available opportunities. Raymond is also fortunate to have town employees who are truly 
committed to providing excellent service. Working with our volunteers and employees together 
is very rewarding.  
Raymond’s financial position continues to be strong with a low ratio of municipal debt to 
valuation and more long-term debt to be retired in the FY 2017-18 fiscal year. Undesignated 
fund balance (Surplus) exceeds both auditor recommended levels and selectman adopted 
policy. At 12.10 per thousand valuation, the property tax rate is one of the lowest in 
Cumberland County.  
During the past year there were several improvement projects completed including road 
construction work on Mill Street, Shaker Woods, Shadow Woods and Pond Roads. A new 
standing seam metal roof was installed on the Central Fire Station at a cost of $145,000. 
The Main Street Sidewalk Project will benefit from a $324,000 Maine Department of 
Transportation Locally Administered Federal-Aid Project Grant award with a town matching 
share of $81,000. 
Raymond has been working with Windham, Gray and Standish under the banner of the Lakes 
Region Broadband Partnership to develop a strategy to obtain robust Internet service. 
Together, the towns received a $15,000 ConnectME Authority Community Broadband 
Planning Grant to study the possibility of installing 40 miles of fiber backbone and developing 
a long-term management plan. Broadband Internet infrastructure is fundamental to the future 
of Raymond and is increasingly a major factor considered by both relocating business and 
residential property owners. 
In the area of municipal personnel changes, longtime Finance Director Nancy Yates retired 
and was replaced by Cathy Ricker. Many thanks to Nancy for her years of service and welcome 
Cathy. 
The Raymond “Revitalization Committee” was reorganized as the “Vitalization Committee” and 
continues to provide volunteer advisory assistance to the town in the areas of economic, 
community, and business development. 
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A new volunteer driven effort was initiated with the goal of improving Sheri Gagnon Memorial 
Park on Mill Street. Plans are now underway for major renovations. If you would like to get 
involved, please contact me at the Town Office. 
In closing, I would like to thank the Board of Selectmen for their ongoing dedication to 
improving Raymond and for the guidance and support they provide as we work together to 
achieve our shared mission of providing quality municipal services in the most cost effective 
manner possible. 
 
Sincerely,  
Don Willard      Don.willard@raymondmaine.org 
Town Manager      207-655-4742 x 131 
401 Webbs Mills Road     207-650-9001 (cell) 
Raymond, Maine 04071 
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 Report of the Assessors 
 
Assessing Department 
Curt Lebel, Assessors’ Agent 
8:30 - 4:00 Thursdays 
Please call ahead for availability 
 
Kaela Gonzalez, Assessor’s Assistant 
kaela.gonzalez@raymondmaine.org 
207.655.4742 x 133 
 
 
2016-2017 
Tax Rate:   
2016 Real Estate 
Land 
2016 Real Estate 
Building 
2016 Personal 
Property 
2016 Exemptions 2016 Total 
Taxable Valuation 
$12.10/$1,000 $557,782,300.00 $494,170,500.00 $7,118,200.00 -$45,277,800.00 $1,013,793,200.00 
 
 
? ?????????? ?????????? ?????????? ?????????? ??????????
County 
Appropriation 
$676,263.00 $647,967.00 $617,503.00 $627,814.00 $589,109.00 
???????????
?????
$0.67/$1,000 $0.64/$1,000 $0.62/$1,000 $0.63/$1,000 $0.60/$1,000 
?????????????      
Net Municipal 
Appropriation 
$2,595,896.96 $2,657,736.32 $2,443,248.35 $2,177,505.00 $2,115,045.22 
TIF Financing $206,511.85 $224,334.90 $218,013.20 $203,505.69 $199,555.74 
Overlay     $41,604.06 $16,789.44 $30,673.67 $34,682.79 $27,080.63 
?????????
?????
$2.80/$1,000 $2.86/$1,000 $2.68/$1,000 $2.42/$1,000 $2.35/$1,000 
      
Net School 
Appropriation 
$8,746,621.85 $8,523,009.41 $8,530,675.88 $8,202,639.33 $8,151,520.45 
???????????
?????
$8.63/$1,000 $8.45/$1,000 $8.50/$1,000 $8.20/$1,000 $8.16/$1,000 
      
Total 
Appropriation 
$12,266,897.72 $12,049,674.86 $11,840,114.10 $11,246,147.06 $11,082,311.04 
??????????
?????
$12.10/$1,000 $11.95/$1,000 $11.80/$1,000 $11.25/$1,000 $11.10/$1,000 
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?
Dear Citizens of Raymond, 
 
For the 2016-17 fiscal year, the Code Department issued the following permits and collected associated fees: 
?
Fiscal Year 2016-2017 2015-16 2014-15 2013-14 
????????????????? ???? ???? ???? ????
????????????????????????? ??? ??? ? ?
????????????????????? ??? ??? ??? ???
????????????????? ???????? ???????? ???????? ????????
????????? ??????????????????????? ??????????? ???????????? ???????????? ???????????
?????????????????????????????????? ???? ???? ???? ???
????????????????????????????? ???????? ???????? ???????? ????????
??????????????????? ???? ??? ? ?
????????????????????????????? ??????? ??????? ? ?
TOTAL CODE FEES?COLLECTED $94,090 $85,594 $72,959 $40,856 
?
Raymond is still seeing development in residential construction.  In commercial construction we have Dunkin 
Donuts and A La Mexicana, both of which have been issued permits and have started the construction process.  
Interest in subdivisions and commercial development continue.  In the shoreland zones, construction is still 
strong with many “tear-downs” and rebuilds. 
 
In the coming year, I am hopeful there will continue to be a steady increase in development, and, as I am new to 
the town of Raymond, I will continue to improve my ability to issue permits as soon as possible.  If you have 
questions regarding your project in Raymond, it would help set up an appointment in advance by calling Mary 
Quirk at 207-655-4742 x 161.  I welcome your comments and suggestions for how we can improve our services 
for residents and contractors alike. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Scott Dvorak 
Code Enforcement Officer 
ceo@raymondmaine.org 
401 Webbs Mills Road 
Raymond, Maine 04071 
(207) 655-4742 x 142 
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Sue Look 
???????????????????
?????????????????????????????
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Report of the Town Clerk
?????????????????????????????
???????????????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ???????
?????? 26 46 27 ?? ??
????????? 26 25 ?? ?? ??
?????? ?? ?? 27 27 42
We honor these Raymond residents who passed away...
??????????????????? ?? ?????????????????????? ??
?????????????????? ?? ????????????? ??? ??
???????????????????????? ?? ??????????????????????? 97
????????????????? ?? ???????????????????????? ??
?????????????????? 96 ??????????????????? 64
???????????????????????? 44 ??????? ????????????????? ??
??????????? ????????? 95 ????????????????? 77
?????????????????? 65 ????????????????? ??
????? ?????????????? ?? ????????????????? ??
???????????????????????? ?? ??????????????????? ??
???????????????????? 52 Steven Boyd Whitcomb ??
????????????????? 90 ??????????? ?????? ??
?????????
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ???????
Not Altered ?? 44 96 46 57
Altered ??? 455 ??? 514 ???
??????????????????????????????? ?? 6 10 11 10
??????????????????????????? 217 205 194 141 126
??????? 1 1 1 1 2
???????????? 5 4 4 ? 1
????? ??? ??? ??? ??? ???
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Report of the Town Clerk
??????????????????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ???????
???????????????????????? ??? ??? ??? 422 522
????? ????? ????? ????? ????? 1,016
????????????????????????????? 50 54 ?? ??? 61
???? ??? ??? ??? ??? 190
??????????? 265 ??? 271 291 247
????? ????? ????? ????? ????? ?????
NOTE:  The counts for Inland Fisheries & Wildlife do not include those licenses or registrations acquired online through 
the State of Maine.
???????????????????????
Sue Look
Town Clerk
Hancock Road in Fall 
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Public Safety
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We were once again challenged with the increased demands of a record call volume. We realized in our ongoing risk assessment 
that we need to hire more staff to provide services at the same level considering the increase in demands. We have the same issue 
as the rest of the country and state – a lack of volunteers or in our situation “call members” despite being paid by the call. This 
issue effects the fire service country wide. It is very difficult for people to dedicate the huge amount of time necessary to do the 
job of a firefighter and or EMT. It is also difficult for most, to 
accept the risks associated with the job. In the past, it was 
accepted that you would get a response of folks who did their 
best, if they were around and could respond to help those in 
need.  When there was a call or two each week it was easier 
to get people to leave work, family, or the safety of their 
home or bed to respond.  Today things are far more complex. 
Fuels have changed, homes are adorned with lightweight low 
mass synthetics, framed in lightweight construction which 
fails rapidly in fire conditions, and the demand on EMS is far 
more complex than the first aid requirements of the early 
1970s when EMS first came into place. The smoke released 
in a fire is not benign, it is fuel and is extremely toxic. Levels 
of Carbon Monoxide and Hydrogen Cyanide are off the 
charts. We must decontaminate our equipment after each 
exposure so we are not re-exposed to these cancer-causing 
toxins which embed in our protective gear, hose, skin and 
tools.      
These changes and the expanded scope of service in our emergency services organization, compounded with the expectations of 
the tax payers and insurance companies who require standards be met, require us to have the people and equipment needed to 
protect your biggest investment and the lives of your family! We added funding to provide two more staff during the day when 
we are the most at risk as members are out of town for their jobs and cannot return for a call. All towns are in the same boat. 
Required training certifications have increased hours and have become cumbersome, at times overwhelming, to call company 
members. The needs of the public have expanded and the challenge to provide increased services with increased expectations is 
unfortunately limiting the number of people who can do the job. Firefighters and EMTs need to meet ongoing physical standards, 
respiratory monitoring and testing and training for the 
job. There were over 147 overlapping incidents (times 
when there were more than one emergency call 
happening at the same time).   
A peek into where our time is spent:  
?? Over 1,700 hours invested in training and education, 
not including college classes 
?? 4,500 hours in emergency incidents 
?? 1,300 hours in inspections, public education, issuing 
permits and pre-planning 
?? Daily, we work on the maintenance and cleaning of 
the stations and small repairs, maintenance of 
hydrants, required yearly hose testing, and 
equipment checks totals more than 3,500 hours 
annually 
?? Additionally, the on-call hours for members coming 
from home, committing their time to be in town and 
ready to roll in the event of an emergency, totals over 
20,000 hours annually 
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We provide fire and health prevention, public education, planning, codes, training and education for our members, management 
of risk reduction systems, maintenance, testing, and response for emergency services.  The fire prevention duties of the 
department included over 31 inspections and we have identified and helped resolve the violations.  In contrast to years past, this 
year we had only 30 violations compared to 213 violations in 2015. Fire prevention activities include public education programs in 
schools, day cares, meetings with camp road associations, CPR and AED classes for members and the public in conjunction with 
Windham Raymond Adult Education. Pre-plan inspections put firefighters in buildings when conditions are good rather than having 
them see the building for the first time when it is involved in heavy smoke or fire conditions. 
   
Despite all the demands, the Fire Service is a second family for all involved. Firefighters and EMTs perform an extraordinary job, 
rely on each other, and become one unit. They need to meet ongoing physical standards, education and training standards. A 
member can perform many functions from driver operator, fire police, EMT, Firefighter, work in the marine unit as a deck hand or 
full pilot, or all the above.  Do you have what it takes to be a member of a great team? Stop by and visit fill out an application.  
We applied for five grants this year and to date have been awarded one in the fiscal year, the others will be noticed after July. We 
were awarded a forestry grant for protective wildland fire clothing and received eleven sets of brush fire pants and shirts.   We 
completed the metal roof project with IRC winning the bid and completing the job in the spring. The entire roof was stripped and 
ice and water shield applied. The standing seam 24 gauge steel roofing was applied followed by ice / snow guards to keep the 
snow from sliding off all at once. This project corrects many flaws in the original roof which allowed snow and rain to leak into the 
building.  
    
Units operating at Ala Mexicana at the same time as the woods fire on Panther Pond, a testament to what Mutual aid is designed 
to be.  Thank you to all our mutual aid partners Windham, Casco, Standish, Naples, Bridgton, Gray, Otisfield. 
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Addressing: “Help Us Help You” is the motto we have adopted. It is easier than you would expect. Simply assure your address 
numbers are posted in an obviously visible place, that they are maintained clear of obstructions, not faded or missing, and are 
reflective. We respond to emergencies in rain, snow, and darkness and try to get there quick when seconds count, but often are 
delayed because buildings are not numbered correctly, or not at all. Please, help us find you.  Numbers only cost a few dollars and 
assuring we can find them in a standard location expedites the response. It may be obvious to you where you posted the address, 
but we don’t know your home and often need to be answering the radio while driving and looking in trees, bushes, mail boxes, 
well houses, or on barns to see if we are at the correct address.  
We support the Code RED system of notification which provides emergency information to your phone. It is a free app and can 
help keep you in the loop with important information for or area. Please sign up at:   
Cumberlandcounty.org/regional-communications-center 
Once again thank you for your support to our department. 
Sincerely, 
Bruce D Tupper 
Fire Rescue Chief 
 
 
The interrupted lunch or dinner, more typical than not. 
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Dear Citizens of Raymond: 
 
???????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
?????????? ????????????
Mill St Reclaim road base 
Mill St Reconstruction and drainage 
Pond Rd 1” surface 
Shaker Woods Road 1” surface 
 
All the roads listed above were ditched and trees removed to improve drainage and site 
distance. 
Citizens are welcome to get small amounts of sand/salt for walkways and driveways 
starting November 1st, Monday through Friday from 7am to 3pm, from the small shed 
located on the right side of the lot just inside the gate. During storms this area will 
remained closed to the public due to plow traffic. Please understand that all other areas 
of the Public Works yard and equipment are not for public/residential use. Please contact 
the Public Works Director if you have any questions at (207) 653-3641 or 
Nathan.white@raymondmaine.org. 
I would like to thank the Public Works crew – Jason Dipietro, Jason Larrabee, Scott 
Picavet, and Shep Stults for their continued work. As well as our subcontractors – 
Rodney Knights excavating, P&K sand and gravel for plowing and F.R Carroll out of 
Limerick for paving.  
 
As always, we welcome any suggestions, as your satisfaction is our #1 priority. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Nathan White, Public Works Director 
207-653-3641 
Nathan.white@raymondmaine.org 
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Raymond Elementary School (RES) is pleased to welcome Beth Peavey, long time Raymond resident, as our 
new assistant principal. Mrs. Peavey replaces Deb Hutchinson who served the Raymond community for over 
25 years as a guidance counselor and assistant principal.  
The RSU 14 schools have developed the following goals and initiatives for the 2017-2018 school year. 
? Conduct an audit of student achievement in math due to concerns that our district’s math instructional 
practices may need to be revised to meet the demands of the “Common Core” math standards adopted 
by the State of Maine a few years ago. 
 
? Second year of implementation of our new writing program called “Units of Study” developed by Lucy 
Caulkins. This framework, and the embedded instructional practices, create a rigorous writing 
experience for all students in K-8. Preliminary results from the first year of implementation show 
students’ ability to write in various styles and types of writing to be improving. 
 
? The 90% Literacy Goal for grades K-2 is in its second year. When fully implemented, we hope to have 
created a reading instructional program that results in 90% of our students reading at, or above, grade 
level standards by the time they complete second grade. This challenging work requires extra efforts 
from all our kindergarten, first and second grade teachers as well as several support staff who work 
with small groups of struggling readers. Strong reading skills are a must for our students as they 
progress from school to the occupations of the 21st century. Early intervention is critical to ensuring this 
occurs. 
 
? Continue our work to create a more Proficiency-Based, Learner Centered educational experience for 
all students. This work started prior to consolidation of the Windham and Raymond schools and has 
many components. Our students who are currently high school freshman are the first graduating class 
that are required to be awarded a proficiency based diploma. This type of diploma not only includes 
credit hours but also requires students pass each individual standard that is assessed. The traditional 
practice of reaching an average score to “pass” a class is no longer sufficient. In other words, attaining 
a 70% score overall does not determine if a student has passed the course and attained credit. Our K- 
8 teachers have been working diligently for many years to prepare their students for this new 
requirement. 
Some recent accomplishments of our schools include: 
? The third annual Color Run at RES. This event is our one big, school-wide fundraising event and also 
an excellent community experience. Kids as young as 4 and adults of all ages run/walk the one-mile 
course, get sprayed with colorful water along the way and gather for a celebration with “color packets” 
when everyone has completed the course. 
 
? The Jordan Small Middle School (JSMS) garden and greenhouse was recently awarded a grant of 
$3,000 from the Maine “Ag in the Classroom” program. The school garden and greenhouse are 
integrated into our fifth grade science curriculum and special education programs. The bulk of the food 
raised goes directly into our school lunch program so that students can see the full cycle of production 
from planting a seed, harvesting, preparing meals and finally, composting. Our thanks to all of you who 
purchase the Maine Ag license plate when you register your vehicles. These fees make this grant 
program possible! 
 
? The JSMS community service projects that occur in the fall and spring continue to be important learning 
experiences for all students and connect them with people and places in Raymond that they otherwise 
would not know about. If you know a neighbor or local organization that could use some assistance 
with fall or spring chores, please contact the JSMS office (655-4743). 
If you would like to know more about our schools, please call us to schedule a visit. We like to showcase the 
great work of our students and staff each and every day! Thank you for your support. 
Respectfully Submitted, 
Randy Crockett, Principal 
RES and JSMS 
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Dear Citizens of Raymond, 
 
The RSU 14 administration and staff worked very hard this past year to begin implementing 
the three long term goals of our new five-year Strategic Plan for 2016-2020.  The first goal is 
??????? ???? ????????.  All students will be engaged in authentic, personalized learning 
experiences to master standards through multiple pathways.  The second goal is ????????????
???? ????????.  All students will continue to learn in a school environment that meets the 
developmental needs of learners and supports balance and quality of life for all members of 
the RSU 14 community. Examples of work done this past year to support this goal include two 
committees that were formed to study school start times and a review of homework practices.  
The third goal is to provide ???????????????????????.  All students will be proficient users of 
technology and have consistent, equitable access to resources needed to support mastery of 
personalized learning goals. The Strategic Plan serves as a road map to assist staff in 
achieving our mission of “Success for all Students” and guides our planning and decision-
making as we continue the work of implementing a proficiency-based learning environment. 
 
Our schools in Raymond continue to receive needed repairs and updating.  Over the summer, 
roofs at both of our schools received repairs due to leakage issues along with painting and 
masonry work. The most visible project this year however, was the playground work at the 
Elementary School. RSU 14 applied and received approval for the state Innovative Readiness 
Training program (IRT) to assist us with this project.  For two weeks, after school was finished, 
our facilities became a make-shift military base for the Maine National Guard.  Although the 
work is not complete, this proved to be a great partnership and we are so thankful for their 
hard work.  
 
The budget process this past year was especially difficult. RSU 14 received approximately 
$14.5 million in state allocations which is similar to the amount received nine years ago! 
However, after much deliberation the FY 18 budget passed at $44,799,277 which is a 3.98% 
increase over last year. RSU 14 continues to provide a quality education that has a lower per 
pupil cost than the state average. 
 
I would like to recognize the following staff that has retired from the Raymond schools: Deb 
Hutchinson, Deborah Tarr, Patricia Allen and Janice Payne. These ladies have served our 
students for many years and had such a positive impact on our community. We are so thankful 
to have had such caring, high-quality individuals in our district. 
 
Thank you again for allowing me to serve on the RSU 14 Board of Directors.  I encourage you 
to visit the district web site, www.rsu14.org, to review the strategic plan, committee information, 
policies, or up-coming events and meeting schedules. 
 
Respectfully submitted by:   
Diana Froisland, RSU 14 School Board Vice Chair 
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Marcus Alexander Pongratz
Holden Bradford Willard
McKenzie Larson
Anna Laprise
The scholarships are provided by the following funds:?
Alva M. Clough Scholarship?
Alva Clough was a teacher and resident in Raymond for forty years. Her interest in the education of Raymond’s 
youth was characterized by her dedication and love for her pupils.?
Carleton E. Edwards Scholarship Trust Fund?
Carleton E. Edwards was a Selectmen for the Town of Raymond for over 50 years, had 6 terms in the State 
Legislature, as well as being a life-long resident and dairy farmer. The town officials, through donations of many 
interested citizens and his family, formed this scholarship fund in his memory recognizing his interest in the 
education of the youth of Raymond. The annual scholarship is to be given to one student with outstanding 
credentials and needs, and should be enrolled in a four-year college course. ?
Collins-Day Scholarship?
Ruth Day and Anna Collins took an active interest in the youth of Raymond. To perpetuate their ideals of 
character and scholarship excellence, they left a fund for annual awards to a Raymond resident, graduating from 
secondary school, who exemplified scholarship and character of the highest order and who wished to continue 
his or her education in college or technical school.?
George E. Wood Memorial Scholarship?
The scholarship fund was raised by the many admirers of the late George Wood, who was a well-known 
selectman, teacher, football coach and musician. As a teacher and coach at the Providence Country Day School, 
where he taught a major part of his life, he influenced the lives of hundreds of boys. When he retired he moved 
to his summer home in Raymond and took an active part in the community life. This scholarship is to be awarded 
to a Raymond student who, having shown interest and ability in mathematics, intends to continue studies in 
college or in a technical or vocational school. 
If you would like to contribute to any of the Raymond Scholarship funds, please contact Cathy Ricker, Finance 
Director, at the Town Office: (207) 655-4742, Extension 132. 
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Report of the Budget-Finance Committee
???????? ???????????????????????????????????
Raymond’s Budget/Finance Committee provides a checks and balances system for the 
development and review of the town’s annual municipal budget.  The goal of the Committee 
has been to reasonably align the ever-increasing needs for necessary growth in the town’s 
services, with the impact on the taxpayers.  Adding to the stress on taxpayer dollars are 
changes in state funding; an annual increase in the county budget; and the demands of 
RSU14.  Revenues are also a key component in the budgeting process.  Input from the 
community of Raymond is valued in helping to determine the financial direction for the town.  
 
As the means to this goal, the Budget/Finance Committee vets all budget requests.  We do 
this through a series of televised sessions starting in late February and early March.  In those 
sessions, the department heads, and other invited guests, will present and explain their 
requests.  During the 2017-2018 cycle, this process included a presentation from the 
Cumberland County Commissioner and her team.  In late March, the Committee meets with 
the Select Board in a workshop format.  The final recommendation vote on all warrant articles 
by the committee is done in mid-April.  Throughout this process, the public is always invited to 
view the process and comment on budgetary items.  Videos of all Budget/Finance Committee 
meetings are available on the Town of Raymond website. 
 
Thank you to the members of the 2017-2018 cycle of the Budget/Finance Committee:  Stephen 
Crockett, Debra Duchaine, Robert Gosselin, Barry Moores, Diane Picavet, Nicholas Pitarys, 
Brien Richards, and Brian Walker. 
 
Marshall Bullock 
Chairman 
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Dear Citizens of Raymond, 
 
The Raymond Beautification Committee came together fourteen years ago to look at ways to 
maintain the landscaping put in place during Raymond’s Route 302 Improvement Project of 
2003.  The committee works with town government, local businesses, clubs and volunteers to 
enhance the atmosphere of the busy Route 302 Corridor through the use of gardens, 
landscaping and seasonal decorations.  Walk & Weeders meet each Friday from April to 
November to maintain some of the 70+ planted areas.  Through the Adopt a Garden program, 
individuals, businesses and clubs maintain gardens on their own schedules.  Small signs 
recognizing adopters serve as advertising as well as incentive for others to adopt.  We are 
always looking for new volunteers.  Please contact Town Clerk, Sue Look, to find out how you 
can help. 
 
Hawthorne Garden Club members are regular participants in Walk & Weed and garden 
adoption.  Local businesses and individual citizens provided funds to buy wreaths for all the 
Route 302 Project light poles last winter, and we hope they will make that same commitment 
again this year.  We thank all these people and many others who were not mentioned by name. 
 
The Town of Raymond is demonstrating its long-term commitment to the preservation of the 
gardens by assigning seasonal employees from Public Works to help the Walk & Weeders.  
They can use power tools, do heavy lifting, rigorous pruning, debris removal and use town 
equipment that the volunteers cannot.  We are noticing great improvement in the Raymond 
Beach gardens and the overall Corridor landscape.  Volunteers have been able to spend more 
time on “beautification” and it really shows.  The Beautification Committee sincerely 
appreciates this help and looks forward to an even more beautiful Gateway to Raymond next 
season. 
 
The Beautification Committee accepts tax deductible donations (made out to ????? ???
?????????for Beautification Committee) to fund annual flowers and decorations.  This is a 
great opportunity to contribute to the changing colors of the seasons in Raymond’s public 
places like the Veterans’ Memorial Park, Town Hall, Raymond Village Library, Public Safety 
Building sign planter and the Welcome to Raymond Signs.   
 
Beautifying our town is a wonderful way to showcase Raymond’s sense of community pride 
and welcoming spirit.  The Raymond Beautification Committee thanks everyone who makes it 
possible, and we invite everyone to participate. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
????????????????????????????????, 
 
Sharon Dodson  Elissa Gifford  Mary McIntire   Shirley Bloom 
 
Christine McClellan Fran Gagne  Elaine Keith  Jan Miller 
 
Mitzi Burby 
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Dear Citizens of Raymond, 
 
During the municipal year of July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017 the Raymond Conservation 
Commission assisted Loon Echo Land Trust with initial trail planning efforts for the newly 
established Raymond Community Forest (RCF). We also worked with Maine Inland Fisheries and 
Wildlife and the Town to complete a trail map for the information kiosk at the Morgan Meadow 
parking area off Egypt Road. We did not meet regularly, however, we kept the lines of 
communication open.  
 
Early in the summer of 2016, Loon Echo Land Trust completed the purchase of the 356 acre RCF 
parcel from Hancock Land Company, which was made possible by generous donations from 
Raymond citizens, the Town of Raymond, area camps, the Portland Water District, private 
foundations, Hancock Land Company and the State of Maine. Over three miles of trails were 
constructed on the property with help from the Appalachian Mountain Club trail crew, Raymond 
citizens and land trust supporters, and more trails are being planned. The RCC encourages 
Raymond citizens to enjoy this local gem with friends and family; more information including 
volunteer opportunities is available at http://www.loonecholandtrust.org 
 
The Raymond Open Space Reserve Fund provided critical support for the Community Forest 
project.  A summary of draws from the fund since its inception is as follows: 
? In 2016 the fund provided $36,800 for the Raymond Community Forest land purchase protecting 
356 acres on the east side of Crescent Lake including Pismire Mountain.  
? In 2014 the fund provided $15,000 to support the Tenny River Corridor project protecting 30 
acres along 900 feet of shoreline of the Tenny River.  
? In 2010 the fund provided $10,000 to support a 19 acre addition to Morgan Meadow.  
? In 2005 the fund provided $25,000 to support the 70 acre Files parcel purchase on Egypt Road.  
 
The RCC encourages the Town to protect its natural resources - which support the local economy; 
doing so will also ensure that future generations can enjoy some of what surrounds us today. 
 
For information on any of the above activities, or if you are interested in becoming a member of the 
RCC, please contact the Town Office. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
John Rand, Chair      
 Bill Fraser 
Russ Hutchinson 
Kimberly Post 
Jim Ross 
Ben Severn 
 Leah Stetson 
Marlee Turner  
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Report of the Technology Committee
Dear Citizens of Raymond, 
 
The Technology Committee supports town activities and objectives—municipal, educational, 
commercial, and non-profit—by maintaining the technological infrastructure that these 
organizations rely upon in order to serve you. Besides ongoing care-taking of the items listed 
below, we are always researching trends and opportunities in technology that show the most 
promise for reducing costs and improving services for the Town of Raymond.  
 
Our primary strategy is to seek open source solutions whenever possible or practical, as 
compared to purchasing commercially equivalent products that can cost hundreds or 
thousands of dollars more, both to acquire and to maintain. We have repeatedly demonstrated 
that open source alternatives allow us to make improvements without the corresponding 
exponential increase in expenses that is typically found in the commercial approach to 
technology software and services. We’re proud to report that many of the same open source 
back-end technologies used by Facebook, Google, Amazon and Yahoo are powering our 
technology infrastructure right here in Raymond. 
 
Our main focus this past year has once again been on hardware and software upgrades. We 
also continue to be ruthless about network security from both an “unauthorized access” 
perspective and from a “disaster recovery” perspective. To that end, we have implemented 
protocols, policies and strategies that affect everyone to some degree; have changed anti-
virus providers; and have also implemented a process of sending bulletins and notices to town 
staff.  
 
The Broadcast Studio also continues to be an area of focus, where the opportunities to improve 
services both inexpensively and efficiently are evolving almost more quickly than we can 
implement them.  
 
This past year’s accomplishments and activities include: 
? Creation of an appointments database for boards and committees; 
? Upgrading the library network and the Public Works network; 
? Upgrading to VMware’s vSphere 6.5; 
? Transitioning to IPTV (configuration of station server and studio workstation); 
? Installation and configuration of security cameras at RPS and the Town Office; 
? Upgrades to Windows 10 (operating system); 
? Installation of Office 365; 
? RPS server upgrades and NAS installation; 
? FNAS upgrades; 
? Network VLAN reconfiguration and network locks upgrade; 
? Website upgrade; 
? Video archive improvements; 
? Consulting on implementation of online training program for town staff. 
 
We’re also still actively involved with neighboring communities in sharing expertise and 
resources, wherever practical.  The best example of this is our representation on an “area 
broadband” committee, spearheaded by Windham’s Economic Development Corporation and 
???????www.raymondmaine.org
anchored by St. Joseph’s College, which also includes the towns of Windham and Gray, as 
well as representatives from various area IT firms and other businesses.  
 
At present, the Technology Department is responsible for: 
? strategic direction of the technology systems supporting the objectives—present and 
future—of the Town of Raymond; 
? office inter-connectivity utilizing VPN technologies to link the various municipal locations; 
? email hosting and support for the Town Office, Public Safety, Public Works, the library 
and Tasseltop;   
? computer support for all town employees and for the Raymond Village Library; 
? server maintenance in support of all of the above, as well as licensing and upgrades of 
all peripheral equipment and software; 
? the calendar system for all town entities, which can be used to automate facility and staff 
scheduling, as well as to advertise upcoming events and meetings and to post past 
meetings’ minutes; 
? the town’s website, including its ongoing upgrade and redesign; 
? the cable broadcast station, including cameras, recording, streaming, editing, playback 
and archiving; 
? design and implementation of a safe and secure network comprising all of the above and 
including upgrades, back-ups and threat analysis; 
? GIS/GPS: software configuration, licensing and upgrades plus its hardware support and 
maintenance; 
? numerous ad hoc requests for help, recommendations and consultations. 
 
?????????????????????????????????????????????
 
We’re always looking for skilled technical people who are willing to donate some time or 
equipment to support the technological infrastructure of the Town of Raymond (see list above), 
which includes all municipal buildings and the Village Library. If you have any such skills and 
are willing to provide consistent support to or on the committee, please contact me at 
laurie.forbes@raymondmaine.org . 
 
For the Broadcast Studio, our immediate need is for folks who would like to learn videography 
in order to provide back-up to our current personnel. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Laurie Forbes, Chair 
 
Committee members: Shaun Dudley, Thomas Golebiewski, John Hanley, Elisa Trepanier, 
Kevin Woodbrey 
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Report of Raymond Recreation Association 
????????? Raymond Recreation Association(RRA) is dedicated to promoting recreational programs for the benefit 
of the children of the Town of Raymond, by engaging in charitable and educational purposes.   
???????????  The volunteer board of directors believes in the value of active recreation and basic sports 
instruction – for all children.  Our program emphasis is on lifetime sports as well as recreational participation in 
team sports. 
?????????Parents and educators founded RRA in 1966 as a private, not for profit organization.  In 1976, the 
organization was granted 501© 3 federal tax status.  The Wednesday afternoon alpine ski program and the 
American Red Cross summer swim programs have been offered to Raymond children since the RRA began. 
?????????Through the years RRA has responded to ideas and efforts of parents be beginning, discontinuing or 
refining operating programs.  Currently, RRA offers opportunities in 8 programs to children in Kindergarten 
through high school, with most opportunities for children up to 8th grade.  Volunteers are needed to assist with 
all programs as well as administrative work.  Call Beth at 627-8771 to offer your assistance.   
????????? ? Funding of programs is primarily dependent upon participant fees.  With the of “Every Child a 
Swimmer”, RRA has previously sponsored and greatly subsidized the expenses of the Summer Red Cross swim 
program.  In 2016, we were unable to hold our annual citrus fruit sale, due to the loss of our distributor.  In the 
Spring of 2017 we were able to obtain a new fruit provider and hold a small sale to help offset costs of our Swim 
program.  With strong partnerships with the school department and Town government, with all volunteer 
leadership and with very little overhead expense, our board of directors strives to keep the program fees 
reasonable and affordable for all.  The intent is to give access to recreational activities for many who might not 
afford participation in other programs.  Monetary donations are gratefully received.   
????????????????? ? ? ??????????????? ? ?????? ? ? ???????????
WED Afternoon Skiing @RES   27  Jan – March  Gail Troiano 
Wed Afternoon Skiing @JSMS  25  Jan - March  Shannon Nassa 
Friday Night Skiing     20  Jan – March  Gail Troiano 
Karate      30  Sept – June  Bushido Karate Dojo Center 
Basketball     60  Dec – March  Jim Beers/Peter Brooks 
Soccer      100  Sept – Oct  Dan Swett 
Cross Country Skiing    40  Spring   Charlotte Engleman 
Summer Swim Program   50  July   Lisa Magiera 
 
?????????????????????
?????????? Beth Clark   ??????????????:  Peter Brooks 
?????????: Leigh Walker  ?????????: Alex Jackson 
Program Directors as listed above 
 
Anyone interested in joining the Board of Directors should contact Beth Clark at 627-8771 
 
Look for information on our 2017-18 programs at www.raymondmaine.org/raymondrecreationassociation 
 
????????????????????????????????????
 
?
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Report of the Raymond Village Library
Library Director’s Annual Report 
July 1, 2016 through June 30, 2017 
 
This past year has been a transformative one for the Raymond Village Library.  The primary focus has been 
to provide patrons with a community space that is welcoming, accessible, and that provides a comfortable 
place to read, access information and attend engaging programs and events.   
 
Improving physical access and creating a patron-oriented atmosphere has been a priority.   Through a 
generous donation from Basil and Dia Chigas, in memory of Raymond residents Charles and Florence 
Chigas, the library was provided with the opportunity to renovate and modernize the staff office space and 
circulation area.  An anonymous challenge grant combined with the generosity of the Raymond business 
community and individual donors also allowed for the renovation and construction of an ADA accessible 
restroom.  A new outdoor reading space in the community garden was also constructed and donated by 
Highwire Hydroponics.  These projects, along with a space reallocation project conducted by the staff, have 
resulted in a more accessible and welcoming environment for all residents.  We would like to thank Island 
Cove Building and Development, Paris Farmer’s Union, Miller Flooring, Hancock Lumber Company, Dave 
Blanchard, Woodbrey Consulting, Mike Knight, Tim Sanborn, Nick Hardy, Raymond Public Works and all the 
donors and volunteers who helped make these library renovations possible. 
 
In addition to improvements to the physical space, new services were implemented, including at home 
delivery services, notary services and technology training sessions.  
 
The library currently houses 21,750 books, audio books, magazines, and DVDs.  The selection of materials 
continues to be a priority for all library staff.  Through ongoing collection assessment and review of 
professional journals, staff have ensured that a balanced and current collection is available to meet the 
diverse needs and interests of a wide variety of patrons.  The library circulated 20,079 items over the past 
year.  To expand access to materials beyond our collection, interlibrary loan services were provided that 
allowed patrons to borrow materials from other participating libraries.  Weekly van delivery supported 
through the Southern Maine Library District provided timely and easy access to a wide variety of holdings 
enabling 477 interlibrary loan requests to be processed this past year. 
 
In addition to print materials, the library provided patrons with access to computers and online resources.  
The library is dedicated to providing this access and maintains four Windows computers with access to 
Microsoft Office Suite.  There were 1,055 computer sessions logged over the past year.  Printing, copying, 
scanning and faxing services, and 24/7 Wi-Fi access are also available.  Online resources, including the 
Koha online catalog, MARVEL, which provides patrons with full-text magazines, newspapers and reference 
materials, and the Cloud Library, which provides patrons with access to downloadable audio books and 
eBooks were heavily utilized.  
 
Children’s services continued to be a priority at the library.  Children participated in baby and preschool story 
time, Lego club, craft time and teen advisory group.   The reading therapy dog program provided a fun and 
non-judgmental atmosphere for children to practice their reading skills.  The summer reading program 
hosted several special events, including a fire safety session, Mad Science presentation, Hancock Lumber 
presentation, and a Chewonki reptile program.  Other programs included a cupcake decorating party, “Take 
Your Child to the Library Day” events, Dr. Seuss Night, and a 4-H math program.  Families also enjoyed 
access to community passes to the Portland Children’s Museum and the Maine Wildlife Park, and the 
“Everybody Loves Raymond” event, which was organized and coordinated by the library this past summer. 
???????www.raymondmaine.org
 
The library continues to host a popular adult book group each month along with multiple author talks for 
adults, including presentations by Roger Guay, Tess Gerritsen, Bruce Coffin, Brenda Buchanan, Michelle 
Patch, Christopher Morin, Anne Gass & Monica Wood.   A total of 185 programs were held for children and 
adults with 2,136 attendees. 
 
A grant from the Ezra Keats Foundation allowed for the creation of a monarch butterfly garden space and a 
life cycle observation and release program.   An additional grant from Loon Echo Land Trust allowed for a 
Chewonki reptile presentation and the addition of circulating nature backpacks to the collection. 
 
In addition to annual donations and challenge grant fundraisers, the Raymond community has supported the 
library through participating in a variety of fundraising activities, including the bi-annual garden tour, annual 
and ongoing book sales, spring plant sale, holiday basket & bake sale, bottle redemption program and other 
special fundraising events.   
 
Collaborative efforts are underway with a variety of organizations including the Raymond Schools, the 
Raymond Hill Community Center, the Age-Friendly Communities Initiative, the LIONS Club and local 
businesses.  These collaborative efforts will allow for additional social and cultural enrichment opportunities 
for residents of Raymond.  
 
The Raymond Village Library is deeply appreciative of all of the patrons, volunteers and donors who 
continue to actively support the library.  This support has been invaluable in enabling the library to fulfill its’ 
mission and commitment to the community.  This community support has allowed us to save thousands of 
dollars on technology, maintenance and operational expenses each year.  We are truly grateful for the 
continuing support from the Town of Raymond and the Raymond community. 
 
Allison L. Griffin,  
Library Director 
Raymond Village Library 
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                                                                                                                Sue LaMarre
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Dear Friends of Raymond: 
 
Since being sworn into the Senate in 2013, I have made it my mission to address at the federal level the most important issues facing 
our great state. Working closely with my colleagues in the Maine Congressional Delegation, we’ve been able to successfully secure a 
number of legislative victories that support our state’s economy, our rich traditions, and the hardworking people I am proud to 
represent. In an increasingly polarized Congress, my goal as an Independent is to put partisanship aside, build consensus and further 
common-sense solutions to address the needs of the American people. To this end, I have co-founded the Former Governors 
Caucus, a group of former state executives who are frustrated with legislative gridlock and eager to find bipartisan solutions. And as 
always, I aim to bridge the partisan divide by hosting barbeque dinners in Washington with colleagues ranging from Ted Cruz to 
Elizabeth Warren. If you know a person’s children, then you see them as a mother or father and not a rival vote, and working to 
further personal dialogue and build relationships can lay the foundation for successful legislation. 
 
One of the accomplishments of which I am most proud is the legislative victory that protects our college students and their families 
from an expensive hike in student loan interest rates. In 2013, as students faced a significant spike in interest rates that would have 
taken thousands of dollars out of their pockets, I brought together colleagues from across the political spectrum to broker 
compromise legislation called the Bipartisan Student Loan Certainty Act. Thanks to this bill, students will save $50 billion over the 
next 10 years by lowering their interest rates, which means that a student in Maine will now save between $3,000 and $6,000 over the 
life of their loan.  
 
Being an Independent in the Senate has allowed me to make calls and vote on policies that are best for Maine, but it has also made it 
possible to play key roles in finding simple solutions and legislative fixes that make good commonsense to both parties. Of course, 
much of what we do in the Senate doesn’t happen on the Senate floor, or even in committee. Instead, it involves working across all 
levels of government to ensure the State of Maine receives attention and support from the federal government. Take, for example, 
the opioid and heroin epidemic devastating communities across our state. While Congress has passed legislative solutions aimed at 
expanding access to medical treatment, I’ve also pressed for other changes that can be accomplished more quickly and make a more 
immediate difference in Maine. For example, I successfully urged the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to increase 
the number of patients to whom a doctor can provide medication-assisted treatment, and in 2015 brought the Director of the Office 
of National Drug Control Policy to Brewer to meet directly with Mainers and hear their stories. I’ve also engaged law enforcement – 
including the Drug Enforcement Agency – to crack down on the production of opioids and work to limit their diversion. Together, 
Senator Collins and I helped pass the Northern Border Security Review Act to combat drug and human trafficking along our border 
with Canada. While the opioid epidemic is certainly our biggest public health crisis, job loss in Maine is still our number one 
economic problem and that’s why we need to focus on bringing good paying jobs back to Maine and protecting the ones we still 
have. As a member of the Armed Services Committee, I teamed up with Senator Collins and Representative Poliquin to successfully 
secure a provision in the defense bill that can help domestic shoe manufacturers like New Balance.  The three of us also worked 
together with the Department of Commerce to establish an Economic Development Assessment Team, known as an EDAT, to 
assist Maine’s forest industry in the wake of several mill closures. We have an incredible spirit of innovation and ingenuity in Maine 
and I believe finding ways to invest in that spirit will reignite Maine’s forest products sector and our economy. Part of our economic 
path forward must also include expanding access to high-speed broadband, which can help connect our businesses and communities 
to information and economic opportunities.   
 
As a member of the Senate Armed Services and Intelligence Committees, I work to keep Maine and our nation safe. Part of that 
important work means continuing to work for funding for the construction of Navy ships that will be used to protect American 
interests across the globe. We all know that “Bath Built is Best Built,” which is why I’ve fought to authorize funding for Navy ships 
built at BIW. The best way to preserve peace is by deterring war through unassailable strength, and to do that we must support our 
shipbuilders and our brave service members and invest in our military. I strive to meet this solemn responsibly every day as a 
member of these committees, which is why I hardly ever miss a hearing and take great care in overseeing the agencies sworn to keep 
us safe. Armed Services Chairman John McCain called me “one of the most serious and hard-working members” of the Committee, 
and that’s a humbling compliment from a true American hero.  
 
As always, please call or write me with thoughts or concerns with matters currently before Congress, or if you need assistance 
navigating a federal agency. Please call my toll-free line at 1-800-432-1599 or local office: (207) 622-8292, or write me on our website 
at www.king.senate.gov/contact. It is an honor and a privilege serving the people of Maine in the Senate, and I look forward to 
working with you in our search for a more perfect Union. 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
Angus S. King, Jr., ????????????????????? 
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Cathy A Ricker
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Nathan L White
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Brian Walker, 2019
1 Vacancy, 2020
??????????????
Robert O’Neill, Chair, 2019
Bruce Sanford, Vice Chair, 2020
???????????????????
Patricia Beaton, 2019
????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
????????????????????
1 Vacancy 
????????????
??????????????????????????????
???????????????? ????????????
Lawrence Murch, Chair, 2019
Patricia Beaton, 2020
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?????? ????????????
?????????????????????
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EMERGENCY
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 911
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????774-1444
 Non-Emergency????????????????????????????? ??????????????
Maine State Police??????????????????????????????? ??????????????
Raymond Public Safety Building????????????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
UTILITIES
Central Maine Power??????????????????? ??????????????
Fairpoint NE Telephone???????????????? ??????????????
????????????, Raymond???????????????????????????????655-4974
TOWN OFFICE
???? ?????????????
? ???? ??????????????????????????????????????????655-4742
 ????????
? ??????????????????
? ?????????????????????
? ???????????????
???????????????????????
???????????????????????
? ??????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
 ????????????????
 Sun 10am-4pm
 Mon & Wed 10am-6pm
 Thur 2pm-7pm
 ???????????????????? ??????????????????
 ????????????????? ???? ?????????????
???????
Raymond Elementary School???????????????????????????????
 Randy Crockett, Principal
? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 Randy Crockett, Principal
? ????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 Sanford Prince, Superintendent
COMMUNITY MEETING LOCATIONS
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Raymond Elementary School??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????655-4742
Public Safety Building????????????????????????????????????? ????????
Raymond Village Library?????????????????????????????????????????
Raymond Village Community Church?????????????655-7749
COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????655-5041
?????????????????????????????????
? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Raymond Recreation?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????6???????
????????????????????????????????
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????655-4646
???????????????????????????????
? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????655-4277
???????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????
? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 Meetings Tues 6:30pm Raymond Village Church, Sept thru June
COMMUNITY SERVICES
????????????????
? ???????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
 Al-Anon????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
? ?????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
? ??????????????????????????
Food Pantry????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????
 2nd & 4th??????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????774-2666
?????????????????????????????????????????????
? ????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????? 
? ??????????????????????????
????????????????
? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ????????? ???????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
? ??????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
 Southern Maine Agency on Aging????? ??????????????
 Social Security?????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
 TTY? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????? ??????
????????
? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????655-4742
   - free public beach, free boat launch
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????655-4742
   - free public beach, free boat launch
? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????655-4675
? ?????????????? ???????????????????????????????
? ????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ????????????????????????????????????????
Morgan Meadow???????????????????????????????????????655-4742
? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
? ??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
????????????????????????????????
 - Larry Wood? ???????????????????????????????????????????????655-5469
Sheri Gagnon Memorial Park, Mill St?????????????????????655-4742
? ???????????????????????????????????
